Back and Neck Massage Cushion

User Manual
Model: DF-508

Thank you for your purchase of our Back and Neck Massage Cushion. Please read through the user
manual completely before operating your massage cushion. The user manual has the correct methods
of usage, cleaning, maintenance and also notes on safety. Please keep this user manual for future
reference.
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Main Unit:

Neck cushion
Removable neck cushion

Adapter

Vehicle's cigarette
lighter
Remote control

Remote Control:

Build-in vibration and
heating function
Back massage
roller with
heating function
Waist massage
roller

Operating Instructions:
1. Position the massage cushion on a seat or chair.
2. Plug the adapter into the outlet or your vehicle's cigarette lighter
3. Press the “
On/Off" button to start the massage cushion. The cushion will default to the Auto
program: back and waist kneading massage will be activated; back and neck heating will be activated;
neck low intensity vibration will be activated.
4. Press the "
Back heating " button, the infrared massage head will light up and start to heat up.
Press this button a second time and the heat will be turned off.
5. Press the "
Neck heating " button to start the neck heating. Press this button a second time and
the heat will be turned off.
6. Press the "
Clockwise rotation " button, the back and waist kneading massage will be activated
and massage roller will rotate clockwise.
7 Press the "
Counterclockwise rotation " button, the back and waist kneading massage will be
activated and massage roller will rotate counterclockwise.
8. Press the "
Auto program” button when the manual program is in process and this will change
back to the automatic program.
9. Press the "
Neck vibration" button, the neck vibration massage will be activated. The default
program is low intensity vibration, press this button a second time it will change to high intensity
vibration .Press this button third time, the vibration massage will be turned off.

Product maintenance:
1. This product contains moving parts for the back and neck massage. A mechanical sound will be heard
when the unit is in operation which is perfectly normal. Also, if the neck vibration is activated, then a
low humming sound is normal.
2. If the mechanical sound is too loud while the massage is in operation, it may be working too long.
Please stop the unit for 15 minutes and then restart the unit and check if the noise is now normal.
3. If the unit turns off during the massage, it may be the automatic timer has counted down and shut off
or it may be the over-heating protection switch. If the over-heating protection switch was activated,
then it is recommended to let the unit cool for 1 hour before using again. Turn off the power and let it
sit one hour before operating it again.

Important Safety Instructions:
1. It is recommended that each person does not use the unit more than 30 minutes at a time and only 1
hour per day.
2. Consult with your doctor before using the unit if you have any health issues or concerns.
3. Only use the unit when someone is sitting on it. Do not run the unit by itself.
4. This unit is not recommended for children.
5. The unit has moving parts and the user should have light clothing on when in operation.
6. Keep the unit away from wet areas or moisture. Do not operate the unit with wet hands or if you are
wet or your clothing is wet to avoid electric shock.
7. Stop using the unit immediately if you feel any discomfort or pain.
8. Do not step on the main unit.
9. Never modify. Also, do not disassemble and repair yourself.

Specifications:
Product Name: Back and Neck Massage Cushion
Model: DF-508
Power Input: 12V
Power consumption: 30W
Massage Rated working time: 15 minutes

